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Hurst Farm Spider Park Play Area

The proposal presented in this booklet outlines the plans how to develop the existing ‘Spider Park’ pocket park on Hurst Farm, Matlock into a vibrant community space. It describes
a community led journey, which will take several years and multiple phases to fully mature.
The impetus for this project comes from estate residents, the community group ‘Friends of
Hurst Farm’ and parents and teachers from ‘Castle View Primary School’. Facilitated by the
estate regeneration project, which is funded by MHCLG for two years, the Hurst Farm community has been engaging to develop a new vision for the estate.

Location: The pocket park is located on the Hurst Farm estate in Matlock. The two entrance to the park are off Hazel Grove, near the top
of the estate, and next to Castle View Primary School.

Through ‘Planning for Real’ consultation events undertaken in the summer of 2019 the community were able to express their needs and aspirations. The results highlighted that the
improvements of Spider Park is a top priority for both adults and the children on the estate.
The request was for the creation of an outdoor space that is safe, attractive, playful and that
offers enriching experiences that would support the community through the development of
a wildlife and community garden.
The first phase of the vision for Spider Park would allow for the existing play area to be updated and improved by painting the existing metal equipment pieces and improving the safety
surfacing. This would create a fresher much more inviting play space and would send a
strong message to local residents that the regeneration project is taking their views seriously,
that things are happening and that it will bring positive change.
As part of this bigger vision for Spider Park residents want to see the existing play area improved further, is extended to offer good early years experiences and adventurous play for
older children. The aspiration is to create an exciting ‘natural play area’ and possibly a sand
and water play area. This requires the raising of funding. This means that it will take several
years for the vision to develop into its full potential and for FoHF to take on ownership and
maintenance of the open green spaces on the estate.

Existing Play Equipment

Overgrown boundaries

Context: The proposal is for the refurbishment of the existing play area
within Spider Park. The park used to be the orchard of the farm that
was there before the estate was build.
The character of the park is defined by rough grass interspersed by old
trees, some remaining fruit trees and large areas of scrub and brambles. There is an old tarmac path connecting both entrances and a
mud desire line path across the site. The existing play area features
one retro metal spider climbing frame and a double swing. There is
also a rough football pitch with two simple metal football goals.
Generally there is a sense of neglect fostering anti-social behaviour,
which means residents and especially children do not feel safe.
The key aspect of the project:
To refurbish the existing park by updating the play area to create a
more family friendly, natural community & play environment that feels
safe and offers good play opportunities.
Residents Key Desires:
• Create an inviting ‘Community Space’
• Improve Wildlife Interest
• Provide high quality outdoor play opportunities for all ages
• Attractive and safe pocket park for all ages to enjoy
• Rich natural play environment
• Space for Community Gardening Project
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Adjacent Natural Space

existing park outline

Spider Park

Key:
Existing Infrastructure:
1. Spider Climbing Frame
2. Double Swing
3. Football Pitch with Goal Posts
4. Tarmac Path
5. Desire Line Path (Mud)
6. Existing Trees
7. Scrub
8. Old Fruit Trees
9. Rough Grass
10. Bins
11. Lighting
12. Large Tree Logs
13. Large Hollow Tree Stump
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1. Spider Climbing Frame
2. Double Swing
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Proposed Refurbishment:
12. New Tree Planting - Woodland Play
13. Car Tyre Swing
14. Den Building Posts
15. Giant Bird Nest (made brushwood)
16. Balancing Beams
17. Climbing Boulders
18. Wooden Post Circle
19. Wildflower Meadow - Pilot
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Spider Park
Spider Park Play Vision - Phase 1 ‘The Beginning’

The enclosed pocket park would be transformed into an attractive natural play environment for children of all ages. Through additional planting of trees
we want to create a sense of a woodland. It would adjoin the old play area where we propose to add more adventurous play equipment for children of all
ages. The pockets of space created by the copse of planted trees would offer a ‘ready made’ natural play environment with many routes for exploration
and adventure. This is enhanced by the addition of natural play features, such as climbing boulders, den building post, and a giant birds nest.
The play features chosen offer a wide range of physical activity, including climbing, balancing, jumping, swinging, spinning and role play. The natural play
elements on offer would allow for den building and traditional group games, as well as fantasy and social play. Safety surfacing would be rubber grass
matting, which will mesh more naturally with the surrounding grass areas.

Car Tyre Swing
An exhilarating, free form ‘high energy’ swing, on which up to five children can
sit or stand together. It can be used as a very dynamic piece of equipment, or to
give a more gentle motion for inclusive play for those less able. This is a piece of
play equipment that is attractive for all ages, young children and teenagers.
It facilitates social group play allowing many children to play together, drawing
up play rules. Comparing what one child can do and what another child can not.
These are important steps in a child’s social development. A car tyre swing allows
children to develop these abilities. Standing close together on the tyre a child has
to coordinate its movement well and clearly state in what direction he/ she wants
to swing.
Also suitable for use by adults.
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Spider Park
Play Opportunities on Hurst Farm
There are two play areas on the Hurst Farm estate.
At the top of the estate we have the smaller ‘Spider Park’ and at the bottom
next to the playing fields we have a larger play area called ‘Helicopter Park’.
Hurst Farm is on a steep hill making it a challenge to walk in bad weather
and when walking back up. Meaning that for residents living at the top of
the estate it is not very easy getting to the bottom.
There is one system of alley ways to one side of the estate that can be used
as a short cut. However, they are overgrown by hedges, are dark, narrow
and have a set of steps (making it unsuitable for cycles, or prams). They are
also a source of anti-social behaviour making it intimidating to use.
For most residents this means using the main roads, which means crossing
roads (with no pedestrian crossings) and is very steep when travelling back
up. This means that especially parents with young children are less likely to
make the journey to the playground at Helicopter Park.
Travel time is probably more than 5 minutes when walking normally and definitely longer on the way up.
This means that children living at the top of the estate are less able to access
good play opportunity. Many just play in gardens, or on the road.
There are small pockets of just grassed areas, which are not being used and
do not offer any play provision.
There is a new housing development being build (around 100 new homes)
at the top of the estate. This new housing estate does not have it’s own play
area. Planning Authority have designated Spider Park as the local play area
and the park will receive S106 money in approximately 1 years time. This will
be used to continue the improvements to the park.

importance of play
The Importance of Play
• An elemental factor in the way children and young people come to
understand and express themselves.
• Play introduces a greater understanding of our natural environment.
• Children’s well-being, safety and social development and interaction, as well
as their essential enjoyment of childhood, are affected by the extent and the
quality of their opportunities to play.
• A vital component of human life for all ages and abilities.
• Opportunities for all manner of movement, feeling, discovery and physical
expression.
Play will occur anywhere at anytime. We believe the best playgrounds are
outdoors in a natural environment, whether it be the beach, the stream, the
spinney, the caves. We can try and replicate our natural world by introducing
elements similar to those encountered in the great outdoors.

Landscape Led Design
The vision for Hurst Farm is to create dynamic, distinct and naturalistic play
spaces that sit well within the surrounding environment.
We want to create open spaces on the estate that have a focus on being
high quality spaces that celebrate the identity and character of the area.
Our intention for the estate is to provide a varied play experience for every
child, teenager and accompanying granny and grandad.
We understand the need for variety in experiential play and we believe that
a landscape-led design approach for Spider Park is the best way to provides
play value that play equipment placement alone cannot provide.

future vision
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Existing Infrastructure:
1. Spider Climbing Frame
2. Double Swing
3. Football Pitch with Goal Posts
4. Tarmac Path
5. Large Hollow Tree Stumb
6. Existing Trees
7. Scrub
8. Old Fruit Trees
9. Rough Grass
10. Bins
11. Lighting
Proposed Refurbishment Phase 1:
12. New Tree Planting - Woodland Play
13. Car Tyre Swing
14. Den Building Posts
15. Giant Bird Nest (made brushwood)
16. Balancing Beams
17. Climbing Boulders
18. Wooden Post Circle
19. Wildflower Meadow Pilot Bed 30m2
Proposed Refurbishment Phase 2:
20. Wild Flower Meadow - Large - with mown Pathways
21. Rough Grass with mown Pathways
22. Forest School Assembly Point
23. “Play’ Tarmac Pathway
24. Timber Bridge and Dipping Platform
25. ‘Dog Deterrent’ Picket Fence & Archway
26. Park Rules Signage
27. Grass Mounding
28. Rocker Play Equipment
29. Wobble Board Play Equipment
30. New Security Gates into School
31. Community Garden Area
32. Metal Security Fance
33. Pedestrian Gate
34. Vehicular & Pedestrian Gate
35. Re-inforced Grass Occasional Vehicular Access Path
36. Visibility Screen attached to Fence
37. Rubber Grass Matting Pedestrian Path for School
38. Heritage Fruit & Nut Trees
39. Stone circle
Wildflower Bulbs planted in Drifts
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a true community park

Spider Park Play Vision - Phase 2 ‘The Future’
The future phases of the Spider Park would see the development of a community garden project, a wildflower meadow, a community orchard full of heritage
species, as well as more natural play and forest school spaces being developed. This would see regular use of the pocket park by a range of users. It would
become a favourite space for local residents, volunteers, the elderly and children from the estate and the primary school. Increased regular use would see antisocial behaviour decrease, as natural surveillance goes up. Then benches could be introduced allowing peaceful contemplation, or convivial chats. Increased
wildlife interest and wildflowers will create an attractive space that we believe would invoke more interest in people to become involved with the park. This will
build a stronger community network, a sense of community, which will help foster a sense of wellbeing and increased health.
The play offer would continue to be developed by including grass mounding and a few more pieces of equipment. The future will hopefully see the development of a sand and water play area. Something which would become possible, if the Hurst Farm Green Estate starts to maintain the park. They would be able
to undertake the special maintenance that such a play environment would require. The combination of all these elements would create a truly outstanding
community pocket park that would attract visitors from outside the estate. Further helping to change the perceptions of Hurst Farm as a place to live.

Spider Park
Natural Play can be facilitated by combining different natural materials and
features within the landscape, allowing children of all ages to engage and
explore. These natural elements and features would complement the fixed
play equipment and create a versatile and open-ended play environment
perfect for family groups to explore when visiting the park on a day out.
Tree Logs
Logs can be positioned around a site to provide a very natural look. They can
be used by children to run along, jump off or hide behind whilst engaging in
role play games. They can also be used as naturalistic seating for both
children and adults. En mass in a big pile, tree logs can become exciting play
landscapes inviting children to climb on them and explore. They are open
structures, that engage a child’s imagination and can become a boat, a castle, or a desert island.
Long Natural Grass
Long grass can be used to create a very natural look that enhances the
surroundings’ ecological value. In terms of the design, mown pathways can
be created through the grass to encourage users to walk along certain routes.
Children can play hide and seek in grass as well as many other imaginative
games.
Mounding
Mounds can sit within a landscape to give character and atmosphere.
Children will climb, hide and play around mounds whilst sat on the grass.
They also act as physical barriers around certain areas of play, as well as
indicating that ‘something changes here’. They are very effective in
transitional spaces between different areas of play.
Little bridges and Crossings
Children love to walk over something and look down from a raised position.
For small children, even a little height is a challenge. Different crossings such
as natural boulders, sleepers, little bridge, or a natural log involve balancing
with a varied degree of difficulty, giving rise to competition between children
and the option to come back to try and until the challenge has been
mastered.

natural play elements
Sand Play
Sand is an important element of natural play. Not only does it act as an impact
absorbent safety surface, but as a textured play medium too. Children can dig,
sit, and roll in sand, and the textural qualities add a sensory element. Combined
with sand play equipment, this provides a very rich play experience for children
of all ages and abilities.
Planting
Variety of planting adds natural play opportunities. Trees, shrubs and wildflowers
all have a roll to play in engaging children in natural play.
Water Play
By offering water play, children receive an opprtunity for sensual play, especially
important for children that have impairments. It allows children to experiment,
through channels, dams and sluices they can discover laws of physics, as well as
how to co-operate and play well with other children. It is valuable experience
for children especially if combined with sand play.
Willow Structures
Willow Structures provide a great natural play resource. They can be shaped
to suit and complement any landscape. They bring brilliant colour, texture and
shape to play areas, making them very attractive to children, especially when
they form tunnels or enclosed structures. When the wind blows, they create a
gentle rustling sound which is very soothing.
Den Building and Loose Materials
Children love to experiment and build dens. Too often they do not have the
opportunities to do so freely. By offering a range of branches and sticks children
can create a den leaning against a tree, an A-frame, or create a teepee just
out of sticks. Dens are child-sized spaces that allow children their own space
without rule in which they can explore social and fantasy play.

Spider Park

“

Creating colourful, playful
variety through planting

planting

”

Planting
Long grass can be used to create a very natural look that
enhances the surroundings ecological value. In terms of
the design, mown pathways can be created through the
grass to encourage users to walk along certain routes.
Children can play hide and seek in grass as well as many
other imaginative games.
Planting is a very pleasurable natural element to have
within a park and play area. The bright colours, different
scents, and amazing textures encourage children to
interact with the planting, by running through it, hiding in
it, or picking flowers. Wildflower meadow planting is also
great for biodiversity, as it attracts all sorts of insects and
animals, which can be used for educational experiences
too.
Drifts of native wildflower bulbs like bluebell, wild garlic
and snowdrops will spread over time and can become
new colonies adding wildlife interets on other parts of the
estate and will help preserve native species.
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